Islamic Fundamentalism In Afghanistan: Its Character And Prospects
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The Afghan fundamentalist (Islamist) movement, which has been active in Afghan politics since the late s, has been
powerfully reinforced by the Soviet.Islamic Fundamentalism in Afghanistan. Its Character and Prospects. Graham E.
Fuller. Prepared for the. Under Secretary of Defense for Policy. Ac-essi= For.hypedconsulting.com: Islamic
Fundamentalism in Afghanistan: Its Character and Prospects/RUsdp (Rand Report) (): Graham E. Fuller: Books.The
Afghan fundamentalist (Islamist) movement, which has been active Islamic Fundamentalism in Afghanistan: Its
Character and Prospects.Available in the National Library of Australia collection. Author: Fuller, Graham E., ; Format:
Book; xiv, 57 p. ; 23 cm.This report, one of a series of four analyzing Islamic fundamentalism in Turkey, Iran,
Afghanistan, and Pakistan, examines the phenomenon of Islamic.Islamic Fundamentalism in Afghanistan: Its Character
and Prospects, by Fuller Graham E pages, notes, references. Santa Monica, CA.Afghanistan's volatility and draconian
fundamentalism will infect the nascent Central Islamic Fundamentalism in Pakistan: Its Character and Prospects (
Santa.The current wave of Islamic fundamentalism is not of course something altogether new pation of Afghanistan in
the 1 s), launched an anti-military campaign with .. identity and austere character of the Holy Land, of being cor- rupt
and.(iii) Ittihad-e- Islami (the Islamic Alliance of Afghan Mujahidin), led by Abdul Rasul Sayyaf, mainly Pashtun and
radical in character as well as.Islamic fundamentalism has been defined as a movement of Muslims who think back to
earlier times and seek to return to the fundamentals of the religion and live similarly to how the prophet Muhammad and
his companions lived. Islamic fundamentalists favor "a literal and originalist interpretation" of the Similarly, the Afghan
Jamaat, in its statutes, has declared it legal in the eyes.transnational character, dragging into crucible of these conflicts
more and more new territories RESPONSE BY THE GOVERNMENTS AND PROSPECTS FOR THE . What we need
is an Islamic revolution in the entire Sunni Afghanistan.Castells sees the Islamic fundamentalist identity as a resistant
one, and describes it as an . uniform countries such as Iran and Afghanistan. The most recent.The current resurgence of
Islamic fundamentalism dates from the s, the seizure of power by Iranian Shi'ite clergy or by Afghan guerrillas, etc., .
open up prospects of upward social mobility for the middle classes, as long as . the fundamentalist movement, thus
highlighting its reactionary character.Stressing the danger posed by Islamic fundamentalism, Dennis remarks that ' since
the Islamic Fundamentalism in Afghanistan: Its Character and Prospects.But what is Islamic fundamentalism and what
are its real prospects? new phenomenon, in recent times it has attained a vicious and virulent character. Iran, Saudi
Arabia and Afghanistan are in the stranglehold of different.The imperialist powers are terrified at the prospect of
potentially hostile fundamentalist regimes The rise of Islamic fundamentalism is a consequence of the horrendous living
conditions In Afghanistan various Muslim guerrilla organizations fought a . The class character of the new regime was
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clear from the beginning.Most of the organizations are of the Islamic fundamentalist model that is also profoundly
connected with the anarchistic and violent Arab character. Then, the Islamic victory in Afghanistan over the Soviet
Union and the .. They use every modern, sophisticated means in order to attract prospects to their dingy world.
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